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instrumental in partnering with the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory at Green Bank.  We commend Dr. Jack Littleton, our
retiring astrophysicist, for his many years of leadership.  I
appreciate the support that Dr. Earl Scime, Robert C. Byrd
Professor and chair of physics, has given to the development of
astrophysics.

In order to attract and
support our faculty and
students, we must have state
of the art facilities, and we are
fortunate to have opened
three newly-renovated
buildings this year.  You saw
photos of Brooks Hall, new
home of the Department of
Geology and Geography, and
the lovely new entrance to
Brooks, Orville Eberly Plaza,
in the Fall 2007 Eberly College
Magazine. We  dedicated the
Marshall Miller Energy
Professorship in Brooks this
fall with Dr. Tim Carr as the
first recipient. Our nationally-
recognized Forensic and
Investigative Science Program moved into the renovated Oglebay
Hall last fall, and then over winter break the Department of
English found its new home in Colson Hall, the former law school
building.  Many of the historic features of these buildings have
been preserved while classrooms, offices and laboratories were
provided with the latest technology.

The Eberly College has had an excellent year. We reached our 2010
enrollment targets and now have the largest number of
undergraduate and graduate majors in our history. At the same
time, we have attracted record levels of external funding and
private giving.  Our goal is to continue to build on these successes.

N
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Nationally and internationally recognized institutions of higher
education are built upon the reputation of their faculty, students,
and alumni.  In this issue of The Eberly College Magazine, we focus
on the many accomplishments of those faculty who have served
WVU for a number of years and are now retiring and highlight
some of our faculty members who will continue to enhance the
College’s reputation both on campus and around the world. 

Henry Gould served on the Mathematics faculty for 49 years.
While at WVU he was awarded the prestigious American
Association for the Advancement of Science Fellowship, and
during the coming year we will create a display case in the Wise
Library to honor his work.  Physics professor Dr. Mohinder
Seehra is a fellow of the American Physical Society and a research
fellow of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, and in retirement will
continue to work with us on funded research projects.  The
Political Science Department will say farewell to Dr. Allan
Hammock who served for 22 years as department chair and is
widely recognized for his outstanding teaching on American
public policy.  Finally, Dr. Stan Cohen will leave us at the end of
the academic year, but he will remain active as he leads the
campus commemoration of Darwin’s 200th birthday in 2009.  In
addition to these retirements, Dr. Patrick Conner is stepping
down as director of the WVU Press and returning to the
Department of English faculty.  All of us in the College will miss
Dr. Rudy Almasy, associate dean for development, as he, too,
returns to the English faculty in the fall of 2008.  These professors
have given endless hours to building their departments and
programs, and we are grateful for their dedication.

A major initiative in the College has been to hire new faculty to
succeed our retirees, teach the increasing numbers of students,
and grow our research programs.  Last year we hired three
couples, and we continue to support President Garrison’s new
dual career initiative.  Our new faculty couples include
Dr. Michelle Withers and her husband, Dr. James Belanger, both
in the Department of Biology.  Dr. Rosemary Hathaway and her
husband, Dr. Thomas Bredehoft, are new to our Department of
English.  In order to support our newly endowed Chinese Studies
Program we recruited Wendy Xie, in the Department of Foreign
Languages, and her husband, Dr. Xiaofei Tu, in the Religious
Studies Program. These hires build on our success in hiring 
Dr. Maura McLaughlin and Dr. Duncan Lorimer, who have been

Mary Ellen Mazey, Ph.D.  
Dean of the College

LETTER FROM THE DEAN

Our Accomplished Faculty
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One of the most significant initiatives of the
first 100 days of WVU President Mike
Garrison’s administration has been a new
program to help spouses and partners of
new faculty members with their job
searches at WVU and in the Morgantown
area. President Garrison’s program is
focused primarily on couples in which one
is a faculty member and the other is not.
The spouse might be looking for work on
the non-academic side of WVU, such as in
human resources, finance, or administra-
tion, or in the Morgantown community in
industry or government.  There will be
instances in which both partners are
academics, however. It is in this area, of the
dual-academic-career couples, that the
Eberly College has provided leadership at
WVU.

Hiring two-career couples works. The
Eberly College has a number of outstanding
faculty members to prove it. For some time
now, the College has recognized that
spouses and partners are important
stakeholders in the success of the University
and considers the decisions that families
face when looking for new employment
opportunities. 

Long-time professors such as Ken and Liz
Fones-Wolf have enriched the University
community and inspired countless students.
Newer couples like Michelle Withers and
Jim Belanger, and Xiaofei Tu and Wendy Xie
have just begun to do the same. The Eberly
College welcomes and supports the
University’s new Dual Career Program.
“WVU has employed many dual-career
couples over the years,” said President
Garrison. “With the Dual Career Program,
we can attract more of the nation’s best
scholars and offer even greater service to
our students and our state.”  

Ken and Liz Fones-Wolf ’s specialization in
the same discipline could have been a
handicap, making it difficult to find jobs for
both of them at the same university, but the

Eberly College didn’t see it that way.
“Unlike some other dual-career couples we
have known, we have never had to live apart
or have long commutes to work, which can
be a terrible stress on one’s personal and
professional lives,” explained Liz. “I think
that working at the same university makes
us more accessible to students and more a
part of the life of the institution. In
addition, it certainly allows each of us to be
more productive, individually and in our
joint work.” 

Both professors of History, Ken earned his
Ph.D. in 1986 from Temple University, and
Liz earned hers from the University of
Massachusetts in 1990. Both are
accomplished educators and researchers,
having written two books and published
more than 20 articles. Likewise, the couple
has been honored as Eberly College
Outstanding Researchers, and Liz has
received recognition for her teaching at the
university and state level. Growing up in the
suburbs of Washington, D.C., the two met
at the University of Maryland in 1976 as
graduate students working together on

articles. In 1990, Liz accepted a position in
the Department of History at WVU, but
there was no formal program to
accommodate spouses at that time.
Understanding the need to be flexible in
their career paths, Ken accepted a
temporary position in the WVU Library
and within fifteen months, he obtained a
position at the Institute for Labor Studies
and Research. Ten years later, he joined Liz
as a professor in the Eberly College. The
Fones-Wolfs believe that the new Dual
Career program is a tremendous draw for
WVU. “The benefits can be enormous, not
only in attracting but also in retaining
talented young faculty and making them
feel that the University cares about
achieving the best possible balance of career
and family needs,” said Ken. “It makes the
University what it should be – a model for a
society that recognizes the value of both
work and home.”  

Michelle Withers and Jim Belanger joined
the Department of Biology in August 2007
when the Dual Career Program was in its
beginning stages. “I think the University was

Attracting
the

Jim Belanger and Michelle Withers

by Lauren Peretti
Nation’s Finest
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more open-minded about trying to accommodate dual career
couples than they may have otherwise been,” said Michelle.
Both professors of Biology, Michelle received her B.S. in public
health and nutrition in 1989 from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, and her Ph.D. in neuroscience from the
University of Arizona at Tucson in 1995. Jim received his B.S.
and M.S. in zoology in 1984 and 1987, and his Ph.D. in
neuroscience in 1992 from the University of Toronto.
Combined, the couple has received various awards and honors
and has published more than 15 research articles. Michelle,
from Marlinton, W.Va., and Jim, from Toronto, Ontario, met
while teaching in the Department of Biological Science at
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, La. “Since we are in
the same field, working together at the same institution makes it
easier to collaborate on projects and support each other,” said
Jim, who enables Michelle to incorporate her science education
course with his classes. 

Xiaofei Tu and Wendy Xie are in different departments but still
receive the benefits of being a dual-career couple in the
University. Fortunately for this couple, they were both offered
positions at WVU in August 2007, and feel that it made their
personal life and career planning much easier.  

“Working for the same institution makes it possible to juggle a
career and raise a family,” said Wendy, “We’re more involved in
the WVU community since we have colleagues and friends from
two departments, and with the same schedule we have more
quality time together as a family.” Xiaofei, a senior lecturer in
Religious Studies, received his Ph.D. from Syracuse University
and has published numerous articles in Asian and comparative
religions, and Wendy, a senior lecturer in Foreign Languages, is
presently completing her Ph.D. from Yale University. Both are
originally from China and met while teaching at Hendrix
College in Conway, Ark. 

The Dual-Career Program grew from the need to increase
faculty recruitment, and studies show that eight out of ten
academics have spouses who are working professionals, most of
whom are scholars as well. This program gives WVU a
competitive edge in hiring the best scholars and accommodating
their partners.  

“Recruiting the best-possible faculty members to teach our
students, perform groundbreaking research, and increase West
Virginians’ prosperity and well-being is essential,” President
Garrison explained. “As thousands of professors nationwide
prepare to retire over the next decade, faculty recruiting will
become extremely competitive and candidates want to know
that their partners can also continue their careers.”

by Eberly College Faculty
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NRAO WVU:
Thanks to a new team of WVU

researchers and their budding relationship
with the National Radio Astronomy

Observatory, West Virginia is leading the
nation in astronomy research.

As ice cores or tree trunks do for geologists,
pulsars can help physicists study the extreme

conditions that an area of space has undergone over
a period of time.  However, to study these super-

dense neutron stars properly, astronomers need the
most advanced equipment available. 

Enter the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope
(GBT): the world’s largest fully-steerable radio

telescope, located at the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) in

Pocahontas County, W.Va.

and



released when a pair of super-dense

neutron stars collide and merge. The

other theory suggests that the burst of

energy is the last gasp from an

evaporating black hole.

“We are primarily a program for

researching pulsars, but this discovery

potentially opens up a whole new area of

study here at WVU,” Dr. Lorimer

continued. “The discovery parallels the

story of gamma-ray bursts, which became

a new field of astronomy and occupied

the research of many scientists for years,

trying to identify their characteristics.

This mysterious occurrence could trigger

a new area of cosmic study that we’re

involved in from the beginning.”

As a result of this discovery, the research

team has submitted a proposal to the

National Science Foundation (NSF) for

funding to refurbish three existing Green

Bank telescopes which would serve

exclusively as detectives of the new type

of burst.

In the meantime, researchers at WVU

and Green Bank are collaborating to find

new ways of encouraging West Virginia

students to become involved in

astronomy. 

The Pulsar Search Collaboratory (PSC)

was designed to engage high school

students and teachers in a massive search

for new pulsars using data from the

Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope.

The PSC is an NSF-funded, three-year

project totaling $892,838 that involves 60

teachers and 600 students who will help

researchers analyze 1500 hours, or 120

terabytes, of GBT observations produced

by 70,000 individual pointings.

As programs like PSC promise to bring in

innovative young minds and fresh eyes to

the search for new pulsars, the guidance

of leading astronomers at WVU and the

aid of the GBT can help bring that

promise to fruition. 

Using the GBT, scientists have discovered

more than 60 pulsars in the last five

years, including the fastest-spinning pulsar

known to scientists, clocking in at 716

rotations per second. Most recently, the

GBT also is being used in cutting-edge

research by Drs. Duncan Lorimer and

Maura McLaughlin, assistant professors of

physics in the Eberly College, and the

WVU research team.

Because of a new astronomical

phenomenon discovered by these

astronomers, WVU may have the

opportunity to create an additional

research program. The WVU scientists

found a powerful, short-lived burst of

radio waves, considered a significant

finding by astronomical standards, which

lasted less than five milliseconds. The

discovery has sparked interest in Drs.

Lorimer and McLaughlin who see an

opportunity for further research.

“We’re actively looking for more of these

powerful, short bursts in other archival

pulsar surveys, and hope to resolve the

mystery of their origin,” said Dr.

McLaughlin.  “In addition, if we can

associate these events with galaxies of

known distance, the radio dispersion we

measure can be used as a powerful new

way to determine the amount of material

in intergalactic space.”

The signal was spread out with higher

frequencies arriving at the telescope

before the lower frequencies. This effect,

called dispersion, is caused by the signal

passing through ionized gas in interstellar

and intergalactic space. The amount of

dispersion in this newly-discovered burst

indicates that it may have originated

about three billion light-years from Earth.

Their research suggests that hundreds of

similar events will occur each day outside

the Milky Way galaxy. The team has not

yet found the origin of the phenomenon,

but there are a couple of possible

explanations. It may be part of the energy
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A dynamic relationship
by Katherine Kline

JACK LITTLETON’S

20 YEARS
OF MOUNTAIN SKIES

Before there was a Pulsar Search

Collaboratory to mentor students

or a WVU research relationship with

Green Bank Observatory, there was

Jack Littleton who, for many years,

single-handedly taught the only

introduction to astronomy course

offered at WVU.

Since then, professors and students

have made great strides to establish

a leading astronomy program, but it

would not have been possible

without Jack’s years of dedicated

service.

After earning a B.S. in engineering

physics from Cornell University and

a Ph.D. in physics and astronomy

from the University of Rochester,

Jack joined the WVU faculty in 1988

to develop an astronomy course,

and, eventually, the Tomchin

Planetarium and Observatory.

Through the years, many students

have sat in his lectures and gazed

through the telescope on top of

Hodges Hall.  One recently-married

couple can boast of meeting in his

Introduction to Astronomy class.

The Eberly College thanks 

Dr. Jack Littleton for his 20 years 

of unparalleled service to the

University and the State, and

congratulates him on his retirement.

– Katherine Kline
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Only two months later, the English Department announced
another grant from the NSF.

In December 2007, Dr. Kirk Hazen, associate professor of
linguistics in the Department of English and director of the
West Virginia Dialect Project, received a four-year, $250,000
grant from NSF to continue the study of English in the
Appalachian region. The grant started the first stage of a
twelve-year study on Appalachian dialects.

“Dialects and language change allow us to see how societies
work and how they change,” Dr. Hazen explained. “Ultimately,
they provide us with a view of how the human mind works.” 

The Dialect Project will
continue to train
undergraduates in
linguistics and
sociolinguistics through
scientific investigation
of language variation in
Appalachia and
proactive outreach with
the local community. 

“Our two recent
National Science
Foundation grants
demonstrate just how

innovative and cutting-edge our faculty are. It is rare that the
NSF supports work in the humanities, but Sandy Baldwin and
Kirk Hazen are establishing exciting new ties between our
field and the sciences,” said Dr. Donald Hall, Chair of the
English Department.

Dr. Hazen intends to use the new grant in future plans for the
dialect project. Dr. Baldwin says the CreativeIT grant program
will lead to new modes of thinking and problem solving, new
approaches to scholarship and new paradigms for education.

“Both grants reflect the English Department’s deep
commitment to the people of West Virginia, as they will fund
research and public events that will bring state and campus
community members into meaningful dialogue with each
other,” said Hall.
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Dr. Kirk Hazen

In 2007, the Eberly College of Arts and
Sciences’ English Department received two
grants from the National Science Foundation
(NSF). Many were puzzled when they heard
that a science foundation awarded an English
department grants, but the research of Dr.
Sandy Baldwin and Dr. Kirk Hazen crosses the
boundaries of traditional academic
disciplines.

The NSF is an independent federal agency that promotes the
progress of science to advance the national health, prosperity,
and welfare. It is the funding source for approximately 20
percent of all federally-supported basic research conducted by
America’s colleges and universities.

In October 2007, The Center for
Literary Computing (CLC) received a
$118,985 grant for “The Codework
Project” from the National Science
Foundation  to research the
relationship between creative writing
and computer programming and
software engineering, a connection that
is often unrecognized.

“Many people see computer
programming and creative writing as
unrelated,” explained Dr. Sandy
Baldwin, associate professor of English
and director of the CLC. “When you
think about it, however, they’re two

fields that focus closely on the practice of writing and share
concerns such as authorship and ownership and with the
performance of writing although the performance is for a
reader in one case and a computer in the other. We’ll be
exploring these relations and we hope to contribute to future
research and education in both fields.” 

The CLC was one of the first programs to receive a grant from
NSF’s new CreativeIT program, which supports synergistic
research at the intersection of creativity and information
technology.

Dr. Sandy Baldwin

Crossing by Corissa Greer
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“The Division of Public Administration

has a long tradition of inviting

successful practitioners and

professionals to campus to share their

expertise and experience with

students. It is a defining characteristic

of our program,” said Dr. L.

Christopher Plein, Assistant Dean of

the School of Applied Social Sciences

and Chair of the Division of Public

Administration.

In 2006, the Division was given the

opportunity to expand the tradition

even further through the establish-

ment of the Public Administration

Residency, a multi-day visit to the

Division and College by a professional

public administrator with substantial

experience.

The residency was established by Dan

Richards, a 1978 WVU alumnus.

Richards is president of Coldwell

Banker Commercial, Inland Empire, in

Rancho Cucamonga, California.  Over

the course of his career, Richards has

encountered issues with local

government management, public

financing, and urban planning which

encouraged him to pursue a

relationship with the Division of

Public Administration and the creation

of the Public Administration

Residency.

Greg Devereaux, a WVU alumnus

who serves as City Manager of

Ontario, California, was the program’s

first visiting resident. Devereaux is a

native of Parkersburg who holds a

Bachelor of Fine Arts and a law

degree from his alma mater. 

“It’s important for students as early as

possible to hear how what they’re

studying is put into practice,”

Devereaux said.  “Learning about the

practical application gives more

meaning to your studies.”

Devereaux has extensive experience

in public administration, having served

as Deputy Commissioner of Culture

and History for the State of West

Virginia; Acting Director of Parks and

Recreation for the City of Long

Beach, CA; Director of Community

Development and Director of

Housing and Neighborhood

Development for the City of Garden

Grove, CA.; and City Manager of

Fontana, CA. He became City

Manager for the City of Ontario in

1997.

“My career in public administration

has been very rewarding because it

does have a real effect on people’s

lives. I don’t know what else I could

have done to impact the lives of so

many people,” Devereaux said.

In 2007, Devereaux returned to serve

as resident for the second year and

helped to expand the program

further. During his three-day visit,

Devereaux spoke to students in two

Master of Public Administration

(MPA) seminars and an undergraduate

by Sarah Braswell

class in the Division’s new Leadership

Studies Program. 

“On his first visit, we built the

program around major issues in local

government and how they relate to

Public Administration for our

graduate students,” Plein pointed out.

“In 2007, we also wanted to reach

undergraduates who are interested in

community leadership.”

Devereaux also met with individual

faculty members, answered questions

at a faculty colloquium, and met with

local government officials. Plein

credits Devereaux with helping to

create the model for the residency,

but hopes to expand the residency in

the future and to invite other

influential public officials.

With supportive individuals like Dan

Richards and with public

administration experts like Devereaux

on hand to show students how

important their chosen career path is,

there is no doubt that the Division

will continue to educate public

leaders who will excel in all arenas.

They may even return to Morgantown

someday, perhaps as a visiting

resident, like Devereaux, to give back

to the school that gave them their

start.  

“I don’t know what else I
could have done to impact the

lives of so many people.”
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Energy is a global commodity; without power our

world would fail to support the daily needs of such

demanding lifestyles. Americans are so dependent on

fossil fuels that we consume 20 million barrels of oil,

six billion cubic feet of natural gas and three million

tons of coal every day.  As these fossil fuels become

depleted, shortages may lead to higher prices and

economic and political problems.  In the future, energy

production will increase to keep pace with rising

consumption, and Dr. Timothy Carr believes that with

the help of funding, students in geoscience will provide

environmental friendly solutions to meet this great

challenge.

Dr. Timothy Carr, professor in the Department of

Geography and Geology, was recently named West

Virginia University’s first Marshall S. Miller Energy

Professor through an endowment created by alumnus

Marshall S. Miller.  With the Marshall S. Miller Energy

Professorship in Geology, Carr will work with students

to find solutions to tomorrow’s energy problems.

Miller strongly believes that West Virginia has the ability

to become one of the nation’s energy leaders and

continues to support new technologies, his community

and alma mater.  Established by him in 2002, the

endowment provides funds for a professorship in

Professorship Fuels

Marshall Miller
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geology for distinguished teaching, research, and service

with a focus on energy exploration and development in

fossil fuels.  The Miller Energy Professor is also

responsible for recruiting graduate students interested

in the energy field and providing key academic

leadership to the department and the University.

“This endowment from Mr. Miller represents a

tremendous contribution and commitment to the

geology program here at WVU,” said Dr. Trevor Harris,

Eberly Professor of Geology and Chair of the

Department of Geology and Geography.  “We have

greatly valued the vision, wisdom, and advice that he

has provided us in the past about the future of energy

geology in general, and at WVU in particular.”

Marshall S. Miller earned his B.S. and M.S. in geology

from WVU in 1965 and 1973.  Later, he founded

Marshall Miller and Associates in Bluefield, Va., and it

has become one of the most successful engineering and

geological consulting firms in the nation.  He is author

of more than 25 professional publications on

geophysical and engineering topics, including geological

mapping in southwestern Virginia, and has received

various awards.  

Miller was named to the WVU Academy of

Distinguished Alumni, awarded an honorary degree

from West Virginia University, received the Alumni

Professional Achievement Award and the Robert

Hamilton Award for Community Service, and was

inducted into the West Virginia Coal Hall of Fame and

the WVU Business Hall of Fame.

Moreover, Miller has been honored with the Society of

Mining Engineer Distinguished Member Award and the

National Distinguished Award, was recognized as the

Merrill Lynch and Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the

Year by Inc. Magazine and Citizen of the Year by the

Boy Scouts of America.  Miller has also served as one

of five Distinguished Lecturers for the Henry Krumb

Lecture Series and an advisor to the U.S. Geological

Survey.  He is a member of the Eberly College Advisory

Board, serves as a board member and past President of

Energy Exploration
by Lauren Peretti

the WVU Foundation Board of Directors, and is

founder and president of the Marshall Miller

Foundation.

“We are obligated to begin to
develop these future fossil and
non-fossil energy resources and
the infrastructure to process and
distribute that energy.”
“Providing for our world’s future energy and resource

needs is one of the great challenges in the earth

sciences,” said Carr.

Dr. Timothy Carr received a B.A. in economics from

the University of Wisconsin, an M.S. in Geology from

Texas Tech University, and a Ph.D. in Geology from the

University of Wisconsin.  He joined Atlantic Richfield

(ARCO) in 1980 where he worked in several research,

operations, and management positions, and was

involved in exploration and development projects in

Alaska, the North Sea, East Greenland, California, and

Kansas.

In 1992, Dr. Carr became Chief of the Energy Research

Section and Senior Scientist for the Kansas Geological

Survey at the University of Kansas, where he was co-

director of the Energy Research Center and adjunct

professor in the Department of Geology.

He joined WVU in August of 2007, and his current

projects include research and public service efforts in

the areas of subsurface petroleum geology and

geophysics, energy systems, green house gas

sequestration, environmental geology, and development

of on-line information systems to improve public

access to petroleum information and technology.

The Marshall S. Miller Energy Professorship in Geology

was dedicated November 28, 2007 in the newly

renovated Brooks Hall where the Department of

Geology and Geography is now housed.
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Virginia, Pennsylvania and Ohio cheek-

to-jowl in wind generators. Any shift to

non-fossil energies is an order of

magnitude larger than was the

transition from phytomass to fossil fuel

in the 19th and 20th centuries. The

pace of the transition will be much

slower than is commonly assumed by

the public and the political elite.  

Third, every forecast from every

energy agency in the U.S., Europe, or

elsewhere predicts that the vast

majority of our energy will be fossil

energy through 2050.  It took 30 years

to bring coal-bed methane and shale

gas to the point of providing 15% of

U.S. production, and similar time and

many billions of dollars to begin

developing the huge fields in 10,000

feet of water in the Gulf of Mexico,

and 1.7 trillion barrels in the tar sands

of Canada.  We are obligated to begin

to develop these future fossil and non-

fossil energy resources and the

infrastructure to process and to

distribute that energy to light our

homes, power our computers, and

transport our children and

grandchildren.  

The palette of available energy choices

is broad and must include significant

research investment in all energy

resources.  As of this year the U.S.

government is one of the very few in

the developed world that does not

directly support oil and gas research,

the MOST critical component of our

energy system.  

The solution is not one-dimensional.

It does not consist of simple low-tech

and low-cost devices as envisioned by

the true believers, biased proponents

and instant energy experts. It will

require dedicated work over many

decades from large numbers of bright

young people with strong technical

backgrounds in the geosciences and

engineering.  We WILL have to mitigate

inevitable mistakes, accidents and harm

to the environment that we WILL

make as part of our human activities.

To provide these bright, well-trained

young geoscientists is the role of

higher education and West Virginia

University. As Marshall Miller Professor

of Energy I will contribute energetically

to that effort.

annual energy consumption of the 83%

of humanity with average incomes

under $33,000 was 8.5 million BTUs

per person, barely 4% of the average

for the rich world. That is about 1.5

pints of oil or 2.25 pounds of coal per

person per day. Numerous studies

show that per capita consumption of

about 100 million BTUs per year is

necessary to provide barely minimal

living standards in which infant

mortality rates begin to decrease and

approach 20 per thousand, and female

life expectancies at birth begin to

exceed 70 years.

If the per capita energy consumption

in the developing world were

increased to only 50% of that

presently consumed by the citizens of

industrialized nations, and if everyone

in the prosperous industrialized

nations were to conserve down to

that same level – that is, if everyone on

earth got by on only 100 million BTUs

of energy per year – energy

production worldwide still would have

to increase by more than 40% to 650+

quadrillion BTUs of energy, compared

to today’s worldwide production of

approximately 460 QBTUs. While we

feel good turning off the lights or

installing compact fluorescent light

bulbs, that will not solve the challenge

of this century.

The challenge is

daunting, but I believe

that we will rise to it.
First, we must avoid wishful thinking

and uncritical advocacy of publicly-

preferred solutions.  It will require

deliberate action, extremely high

technology, and high capital investment

for many years to get where we need

to go. Energy transitions are long-term,

deliberate affairs.  

Second, I want to stress the

extraordinary scale of the effort.

Installing compact fluorescent lights in

every light fixture in the U.S. would

meet only 4% of the nation’s

forecasted future energy needs. A

million wind generators would address

only 1/7 of our future needs and

would require completely covering an

area larger in size than all of West

As the title of a recent book by Vaclav

Smil suggests, we are at a crossroads in

terms of energy, and, indeed, in terms

of all our natural resources.

Resources include not only materials

and energy, but also the water we

drink and the air we breathe. Providing

for our world’s future energy and

resource needs is one of the great

challenges in the earth sciences.

Increasing world populations (6.5

billion now, topping out at 9 billion in

2075) justify demands for higher

standards of living that require more

access to energy.  But that is

accompanied by a need for less

pollution and a need to address

greenhouse gas emissions, coupled

with a shortage of scientific and

technical personnel – more than half

of the personnel in the energy and

mining industries are within a decade

of retirement. Without energy, our

entire industrial, cultural, and health

infrastructure would collapse, including

agriculture, transportation, information

technology, communication and many

of the essentials that we take for

granted. 

Energy production must increase.

Conservation will slow that increase

but can’t stop it.  Believing that

worldwide energy production does

not have to increase significantly in the

remaining decades of the 21st century

is to ignore those in the developing

world who need access to energy

resources. 

In the United States, each person

consumes about 331 million BTUs per

year, the energy equivalent of 57

barrels of oil or 15.9 tons of coal – or

about 6.6 gallons of oil or 87.1 pounds

of coal for every person every day.  As

of 2006, per capita incomes in the 30

wealthiest countries in the world are

over $33,000 per year. We number

about a billion people and each year

each individual consumes, on average,

217 million BTUs (or 37 barrels of oil).

We represent only 17% of the world's

population, but we consume 51% of

the world's energy.

China, India, most of Latin America and

the rest of Asia are industrializing with

astonishing speed, yet their total

energy consumption is only beginning

to increase rapidly. The per capita
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Tending    Orchid
by Sarah Braswell

The WVU Press has gone through many changes since

its inception.  As its director, Dr. Patrick Conner,

resumes fulltime his position as a tenured professor of

English, he hopes that the university press he has helped

to shape will continue to change for the better. 

At one time, the WVU Libraries ran the Press, but the

emergence of new technologies such as computerized

catalogs and databases required the Dean of Libraries to

implement huge policy changes for the libraries, which

left little time for the care

and feeding of the Press.

“The Press is a lot like an

orchid,” Conner said. “You

really have to know how to

care for it. Publishing

requires a range of skills,

from diplomatic to technical,

and at a university press, you

must know about scholar-

ship. The goal is making

scholarship available to the

public.”

In 2000, the Press moved to

the Eberly College and

Conner was chosen as its

director. An alumnus of the

University of Maryland,

Conner’s main research

interest is in medieval

studies. He joined the

Department of English

faculty in 1976 and has

taught courses on medieval

literature and composition.

He also served as Chair of

the English Department

from 1994 to 2000.

Under Conner’s leadership,

the Press has grown

exponentially. One of most

important changes he helped to implement was the

institution of a peer review system for all academic

journals published by the WVU Press. The practice of

having experts review a writer’s work for accuracy of

content is important if a publication—and its

publisher— are to be respected in the academic world.  

Another major step was becoming a member of the

Association of American University Presses (AAUP), a

professional association for university presses, which

provides many benefits for its members including

assistance with design and copyright issues.

Conner has also helped the Press to establish several

niches, which include West Virginia studies; Appalachian

music, history, and art; natural history; West Virginia

fiction; and medieval studies. “I’m sure the new director

will bring in his or her own

areas, but I hope the Press

will stay connected to

medieval studies. We are also

known as a serious source

for West Virginia ‘stuff,’”

Conner said.

The Press currently publishes

five journals: West Virginia
History, Victorian Poetry,
Education and Treatment of
Children, Tolkien Studies – the

only academic journal that

focuses on the work of

author J.R.R. Tolkien – and

Essays in Medieval Studies.

Another accomplishment of

Conner’s tenure was

becoming associated with

Project MUSE, an online

database of more than 200

scholarly journals.  The

database is overseen by the

Johns Hopkins University

Press. “I feel very fortunate

that they’ve taken all our

journals,” Conner said. “It

gets us up in the digital

world, which is where

journals are going.”

Through his work with the

Press, Conner has changed not only the perceptions of

the Press but of the state of West Virginia. “The WVU

Press is the press of West Virginia. It represents what is

good about West Virginia – and lots of it.”

the
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Power of Peace

In a world of conflict, war, and violence, it can be difficult to
find peace and understanding.  We look to the past to find
solutions to our present problems and hope that the future
will bring a courageous leader willing to step forward with
bold solutions.  Similarly, Dr. Martin Luther King looked to the
past to provide new leadership during the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s by combining his ideals with
operational techniques he learned from Mohandas K. Gandhi,
the Indian leader also known as “Mahatma,” meaning “great-
souled.”

A philosopher of peaceful social protest, Gandhi successfully
transformed the ethic of nonviolence into a political weapon
against British colonial rule in India.  King believed Gandhi’s
philosophy to be a powerful instrument for societal reform,
and with Gandhi’s methods, he challenged those struggling for
equality to consider the power of love in their fight for
freedom. 

The Gandhi-King Lecture Series on International Relations
and Peace Studies at West Virginia University is one way that
the Eberly College is challenging future decision makers to
consider non-violent methods when seeking solutions.
Further, it celebrates the work and wisdom of two noted
human rights activists of the 20th century.

“I think this lecture series will stimulate students to think
about the way these two great humanitarians approached life,
liberty, and conflict resolution,” says Dr. Ranjit Majumder, one
of the program’s donors and retired director of WVU’s
International Center for Disability Information. “The
philosophy shared by Gandhi and King will complement
contemporary views and approaches, and allow students to
become knowledge-base problem solvers.”

Initiated by members of Morgantown’s Indian community and
former WVU President David C. Hardesty, Jr., last fall, the
lecture series was created with an endowment to teach the

Gandhi-King philosophy to the Morgantown community and
WVU students, faculty and staff, including those in the
International Studies Program, the Center for Black Culture
and the Honors College.

“We hope that the lecture series will help the WVU
community, especially its American students, to learn about
and consider the ongoing significance of a peaceful approach
to national and international conflicts,” said Dr. Majumder.
Although the Gandhi-King Lecture Series is a local program,
supporters feel it will impact WVU’s international students,
spreading the legacies of Gandhi and King to all corners of
the world. 

“Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. Martin Luther King led movements
that resulted in dramatic changes for the people of India and
for the people of the United States.  Those of us who were
impacted by their message of non-violent social change want
to ensure that their legacy continues into the future,” said Dr.
Mary Ellen Mazey, Dean of the Eberly College.  “We are
grateful to the individuals from the Indian community who
developed a vision for how that legacy might be sustained.”

In addition to Majumder’s donation, others supporting this
endeavor are Dr. V. K. Raju, Morgantown ophthalmologist and
clinical professor of ophthalmology at WVU; Dr. Gangarao
Hota, professor of civil engineering and Director of WVU’s
Constructed Facilities Center; Dr. S. N. Jagannathan, Emeritus
Professor of Pathology at the WVU School of Medicine; and
Dr. Mridul Gautam, Robert C. Byrd Professor of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering and WVU’s interim associate vice
president for research and economic development.

The Gandhi-King Lecture Series will be arranged by a
committee of faculty, students and members of the organizing
group who are planning the first lecture for October, the
month in which Mahatma Gandhi was born.

by Lauren Peretti

Pictured left to right are Dean Mary Ellen Mazey; Dr. Mridul Gautam; Dr. Gangarao Hota; Dr. S. N. Jagannathan; Dr. V. K. Raju;

Mr. Wayne King, president of the WVU Foundation; Rudy Almasy, Associate Dean for Development; and Dr. Ranjit Majumder.
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and In-Between
Outside, Inside,

NNewly renovated Colson Hall now houses the

Department of English with administration and

faculty office space, two computer labs, departmental

seminar rooms and the WVU Writing Center.

Originally built in 1923, the building retains its

original marble entrance and was restored to the look

of its historic period.  Colson Hall was previously

home to the WVU College of Law, the University

Bookstore, the West Virginia and Regional History

Collection, an electronic reserve system, and most

recently the Office of Admissions and Records.
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For most people, college is a short-term experience, and
often one that they are ready to leave after four years.
But there are a few who never want it to end. For them,
learning is a lifelong endeavor, a privilege, not a chore.
Dr. David Fogarty and Dr. Norval Rasmussen are two
such lifelong learners.

Among the skills and attitudes the Eberly College tries
to develop in its students are the necessity and
excitement of lifelong learning.  A characteristic of all
arts and sciences colleges is that special devotion to
learning and the life of the mind that never ought to go
out of style.  Dr. Fogarty and Dr. Rasmussen are
quintessential liberal arts students. Both men are
Morgantown physicians who have sought to continue
their education throughout their careers by taking
college courses at WVU. Dr. Rasmussen is working on a
master’s degree in history, while Dr. Fogarty prefers to
take a variety of classes in history, religious studies, and
foreign languages.

“As an undergrad, I mostly took biology and chemistry
classes,” Fogarty recalled. “I felt like I didn’t have a broad
background, and I wanted to expand my horizons and
become well-rounded academically.”

After completing his undergraduate degree, Fogarty
attended dental school and then medical school, all at
WVU. He has been in private practice as a recon-
structive surgeon for 25 years. 

In addition to his studies, he also travels frequently,
spending several months a year in foreign countries,
volunteering his surgical skills through an organization
he founded, Interplast WV. Most surgeries he performs
are to fix cleft palates and other facial deformities in
children who otherwise would not have access to this
level of medical care.

Though the 64-year-old father of seven has been retired
for 3 years, he feels that taking college courses helps him

to stay young. He also feels that, as a non-traditional
student, he brings a different perspective to classes made
up mostly of young adults.

“Having traveled and gone to school for my whole life,
that brings another dimension to class. I also get to do
fun things like treating my whole Spanish class to lunch
at a Mexican restaurant,” he said.

Though he has accumulated more than 400 credit hours
at WVU, Fogarty has no plans to work toward another
degree. “Then I’d have to take things I don’t want to
take,” he laughed. He does plan to continue fitting a
class or two into his schedule for as long as he can. 

Although he takes his classes seriously, one factor
certainly sets him apart from his classmates: he never
checks his final grade. “It doesn’t matter,” he said. “This
is about the desire to learn. But of course it’s hard not to
want to look.”
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LIFELONG
LEARNERS

by Sarah Braswell

Dr. David Fogarty
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Dr. Norval Rasmussen, 59, also had a desire to further
his education. As a young man, he joined the Marines,
and after four years in the Marine Corps, he wanted to
hurry through his bachelor’s degree as quickly as
possible. Though he was interested in history, he had no
time to take the “meaty” history courses he thought he
might enjoy.

He then attended medical school at WVU and served on
the staff of local hospitals before starting the private
general medicine practice where he still works today.
However, he never had the chance to pursue his interest
in history.

With guidance from his wife Barbara, a history
professor in the Eberly College, he decided to pursue a
Master’s degree in history. His focus is on the history of
pre-statehood West Virginia, particularly the postal
history of the area. An avid stamp collector, he enjoys
learning more about the era from which many of his
stamps and old letters come.

“It’s been great brain exercise. It had been so long since I
tackled a problem or explored areas about which I
didn’t know anything,” he said. “It was interesting how I
used to pontificate on some of my wife’ s ideas. Then
after studying this stuff, I found out she was more
accurate than I thought,” he smiled.

The degree requires 24 credit hours and a thesis.
Rasmussen has completed 18 credit hours to date and
plans to graduate in December 2009. He expects he will
retire from medicine within the next 5 years, which will
give him more time to spend on his other hobbies—

“It was interesting how I used to pontificate on some of

my wife’s ideas. Then after studying this stuff, I found out

she was more accurate than I thought.”

cabinetry building and gem stone collecting.  He also
wants to write a book about the postal history of
western Virginia.

Though he will soon finish his degree, it is doubtful
that “Dr. Ras,” as he is affectionately known, will end
his pursuit of knowledge, if for no other reason than
to keep up with his family. His daughter is a surgical
resident who holds both Ph.D. and MD degrees; his
son is a math professor, and his wife, a history
professor. “I like to say that in our family of four,
there are five doctors.”

Dr. Norval Rasmussen
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In Appreciation 
Allan Hammock
Professor Allan Hammock, who is preparing to retire from his distinguished
career at West Virginia University, was my teacher for only one semester—but I
will never stop thinking of myself as his student. I first met Dr. Hammock when
I took an introductory political science course he co-taught with Professor

Robert DiClerico. That course inspired me to change my major
and the course of my life. As a teacher, Dr. Hammock
immediately impressed me with the passion he had for his
subject and the respect he had for his students. 

I never had the privilege of encountering him in the classroom
again, but Dr. Hammock’s influence on me grew even stronger
as I continued my undergraduate studies in political science.
Whenever we crossed paths in Woodburn Hall, Dr. Hammock
always made time to sit and talk with me about what I was
learning in my classes and about issues in the larger world. He
showed an interest in what I was doing and thinking.  Even after
I left WVU, I regularly stopped at his office to visit. He kept me
involved with the department by asking me to serve on its

advisory council and encouraging me to contribute time and resources.

Because of him, I had the opportunity to return to campus and teach Political
Science 321, West Virginia Government – an experience that has enriched my
life and strengthened my appreciation for the work of my teachers. Above all, he
always let me know that he cared about my progress and cared about me as a
person.

Dr. Hammock was always respectful of his students, and he made a major
impact on many lives.  Mike Wood, a 2001 Truman Scholar, credits Dr.
Hammock with intensifying his interest in politics and directing him toward a
career involving the American political process.  Hundreds of other students tell
their own stories about how Dr. Hammock changed their lives. 

His teaching abilities have earned him recognition from his department,
College, and University. And, while devoting so much of his time to helping
students learn and grow, Dr. Hammock also distinguished himself as a scholar,
writing and editing books and publishing book chapters and articles in major
journals, and through public service, including serving as chair of the West
Virginia State Election Commission. He chaired the Department of Political
Science for more than 25 years and played a large part in establishing its values
and its solid national reputation. 

Through it all, Dr. Hammock has remained unassuming and has never sought
credit for his accomplishments. He is a true gentleman, whose every action has
been motivated by his sincere love for this University and its students. 

Dr. Hammock exemplifies the qualities that a university professor should have,
and as I wish him well on his retirement, I will proudly continue to consider
myself his student. 

—Mike Garrison, WVU President

Henry Gould
Henry Gould, professor of mathematics, is
retiring after nearly 50 years on the faculty of
the Eberly College and WVU.

The recently-
named Professor
Emeritus is a
world-renowned
expert on combina-
torial identities, an
accomplishment
WVU recognized
with the Benedum
Distinguished
Scholar Award for
Physical Sciences
and Technology in

1988.  A native of Portsmouth, Virginia, Gould
holds BA and MA degrees from the University
of Virginia.  He did additional studies at Old
Dominion University, the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, the National Radio
Institute in Washington, D.C., and the U.S.
Army’s Southeastern Signal School at Fort
Gordon, Georgia.  He joined the WVU faculty
in 1958.

Henry Gould is one of WVU’s most distin-
guished scholars.  He has published more than
180 papers and is the author of the highly-
regarded reference book Combinatorial
Identities.  He is a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
and has received several grants from the
National Science Foundation in support of his
research, which has included mathematical
computations on coal mine valuations. 
Volume 204 (1999) of the journal Discrete
Mathematics was dedicated in his honor and
included a selection of scholarly articles recog-
nizing Gould’s contributions to the field.
WVU has held two colloquia in his honor, the
first on the occasion of his 70th birthday, in
1998, and the second on the occasion of his
retirement, in 2007.  Both brought distin-
guished scholars to campus, including mathe-
maticians from the U.S., Canada, Denmark,
and Zimbabwe. Although he has retired from

The Eberly College recognizes the retirements of four of our
most accomplished and beloved professors this year.
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teaching, Gould will continue to maintain an active research program in asso-
ciation with Dr. Jocelyn Quaintance, WVU’s Eiesland Visiting Professor of
Mathematics for the 2007-08 academic year.

The Eberly College congratulates Professor Henry Gould on his many achieve-
ments and thanks him for 49 years of fruitful research and teaching.

—Katherine Kline

Stan Cohen

After 36 years as a faculty member in the Department of Psychology, Dr.
Stanley Cohen will retire in May 16, 2008.  Stan’s students and colleagues
weighed in with tributes and happy memories of “the Stat Man.”

“Stan has assumed many personas in his tenure: 
• ‘Stat-Man,’ able to leap mutivariate designs in a single bound and reduce the

most complex hierarchical models to decimal dust; 
• ‘Fearless Interlocutor,” able to talk any subject (and any colleague) to a

standstill;
• ‘Limbo master,’ ensuring that the bar is never too high;
• ‘Veggie Chef Extraordinaire,’ contributing creative culinary concoctions to

Departmental potlucks;
• ‘Ambassador,’ representing the Department to the University and the

University to the Morgantown community;
but most of all, Stan will be remembered by his students and his colleagues as
‘Dear and Trusted Friend’.”

—JoNell Strough, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology, WVU

“Stan epitomizes all that goes along with the word ‘welcoming.’  He and his
wife, Judy, have a way of making everyone feel at home even when they are
miles away from their families. This quality also embodies Stan as a professor.
I could knock on his office door at any time, whether for a stats question,
dissertation advice, or how to navigate difficult issues that can arise in an
academic department.  He was a constant voice of reason, one that placed a
positive spin on every situation.  Stan is a wise and pious man.  I thank him for
enriching the graduate experience that has fostered success.”

—Carrie Masia Warner
Associate Director, Anxiety and Mood Disorders Institute 

New York University Child Study Center, NYU School of Medicine 
MA Psychology WVU 1994, Ph.D. Psychology WVU 1998

“Stan has been a mentor to me since my arrival here in 1984.  He took me
under his wing, supported my interests, helped me expand my skills, and led

the battle for resources.  Throughout my
development as a faculty member, he has
listened to my problems, pointed me in the
direction of solutions, and encouraged me
when I am inclined to doubt.  It would be
difficult to overestimate his contribution to
our undergraduate and graduate programs. He
is more than a great teacher.  He is a great
teacher who makes other teachers great.”

—Michael Perone, Ph.D.
Chair, WVU Department of Psychology

Mohinder Seehra
At the end of the
semester, the Eberly
College will salute
one of its most
distinguished faculty
members, Dr.
Mohinder Seehra,
who, after a 39-year
career of teaching
and mentoring
students, is retiring.
Dr. Seehra began his
career in India where

he received his bachelor’s degree in physics,
chemistry, and mathematics from Punjab
University and later his master’s degree in
physics from Aligarh University.  He came to
the United States to earn his Ph.D. at the
University of Rochester in 1969 and from there
joined the physics faculty at WVU.

During his tenure at WVU, he has collected an
impressive list of accolades and achievements.
He has been an Eberly Family Distinguished
Professor since 1992, his research grants to
date total 6 million dollars, and his list of
scholarly publications extends for pages.
Although Dr. Seehra will formally retire this
summer, he will keep his laboratory and
continue his research program which focuses
on magnetic and structural properties of
nanoparticles and their application as catalysts
in medicine. 

Dr. Seehra has worked hard to help his
graduate students succeed, guiding them in the
research lab and stressing oral and written
skills.  He even helps his students learn how to
network with other researchers in the field
and, most importantly, prepares them for the
grant-writing process, a procedure that can
make or break their careers.  Among all his
accomplishments, none are greater than his
dedication to his students and his mission to
prepare them for life beyond WVU.

—Patrick Curry



College
include 5,400 of the nation’s leading schools, colleges,

and universities. From 2001 to 2005, Cole was Deputy

Secretary of Education and the Arts and Senior Policy

Advisor in the administration of former West Virginia

Governor Bob Wise. Cole is completing a Ph.D. in

Higher Education and Public Policy at the University of

Michigan, where his dissertation is a study of the

diffusion of science and technology policy innovations

across states. He holds an M.A. in Educational Policy

and Leadership from The Ohio State University, and a

B.A. with honors in Political Science and History from

WVU.  While an undergraduate student at WVU, Cole

became a Truman Scholar, the nation’s most prestigious

academic award for college students who plan to

pursue a career in public service. He is married to Dr.

Lisa DeFrank-Cole, an administrator in the Honors

College and faculty member at WVU.

Dr. John Wigger,
professor of history

at the University of

Missouri-Columbia,

gave the 2007

Manfred Meitzen

Distinguished Lecture

in Religious Studies

on November 29.

Wigger, who holds a

bachelor’s degree

from WVU as well as

graduate degrees

from Fuller

Theological Seminary and the University of Notre

Dame, is one of the country’s leading scholars in the

history of Christianity in the United States.  His book,

Taking Heaven by Storm, is considered a classic in the

field.
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Eddie and Betty Barrett of Huntington, W. Va., have

endowed a scholarship in honor of WVU President Mike

Garrison.  The merit-based scholarship will be available to

entering freshmen in the Eberly College of Arts and

Sciences who are graduates of Fairmont Senior High

School. Preference will be given to students who attended

Fairmont Catholic Grade School. Both Garrison (FSHS

Class of 1987) and Mr. Barrett (Class of 1948) are

graduates of Fairmont Senior High School, and both hold

bachelor's degrees in English from the Eberly College at

WVU. Garrison also attended Fairmont Catholic Grade

School. Eddie O. Barrett is a native of Fairmont, W. Va. who

graduated from WVU in 1952. After beginning his career as

a sports writer, he joined the staff of the Department of

Athletics at WVU, eventually becoming Sports Information

Director. He later served as Athletic Director at Marshall

University. Barrett is well-known throughout West Virginia

as an authority on WVU athletics and University history. In

2000, the WVU Alumni Association recognized him with

the Paul "Buck" Martin Award for his efforts in preserving,

maintaining, and promoting the spirit and tradition of

WVU.  Betty Barrett is a former member of the

Huntington City Council. She is highly regarded for her

contributions to the social work profession and to

community development in West Virginia. She was among

the first persons inducted into the West Virginia Affordable

Housing Hall of Fame, was the first “Tri-State Citizen of

the Year," and was named "Citizen of the Year" by the

Huntington Herald-Dispatch. The Barretts received the

WVU Foundation's 2007 Outstanding Volunteer

Philanthropists Award and are members of the Woodburn

Circle Society, the Foundation's most prestigious

philanthropic society.

John J. K. “Jay” Cole, a leading expert on higher

education policy and the history of American education,

has been appointed by President Mike Garrison to the

Advisory Board of the Eberly College of Arts and Sciences

at WVU.  Cole is Director of Federal Policy for the

College Board, a not-for-profit association whose members

EBERLY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Around the



e
The 2006-2007 Eberly College annual report
was issued by Dean Mary Ellen Mazey in August. 

It is available on-line in pdf format at

www.as.wvu.edu/documents/AnnualReport0607.pdf

Hats off to Susan Ford of Oregon who has made a

special connection with the Eberly College.  Susan’s father,

Dr. Philip Ford, taught for a time in the 1950s in our

Department of English.  The appointment at WVU was 

Dr. Ford’s first after completing his doctoral program at

Ohio State.  From West Virginia, Dr. Ford headed west to

pursue a long teaching career in American Literature at

Portland State.  In settling his estate and the estate of her

mother, also an English professor, Mrs. Ford came across

some old sound recordings and contacted the WVU

Department of English to see if anyone might be

interested in having them.  They immediately caught the

attention of Dr. Kirk Hazen, who oversees the

department’s Appalachian Dialect Project, since they were

Linguaphone Language records of southern American

speech (mostly from North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, and Virginia).  Mrs. Ford has graciously gifted the

recordings to WVU.  “Some of the best linguistic treasures

come to the University from such collections, and I am

quite excited to hear about this find,” remarked Professor

Hazen.  What treasures might you have from times past?

Don’t forget that many such treasures can find a home in

the West Virginia and Regional History Collection at

WVU’s Wise Library or in a specific academic unit.
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The Eberly College salutes the 2007-08 WVU Women’s

Basketball team for a stellar season.  Players Meg Bulger,
Kendra Goodley, Lateefah Joye, LaQuita Owens,

and Ashley Powell are all majoring in the College’s

Multidisciplinary Studies Program.  Chakhia Cole and

Olayinka Sanni are communication studies majors.   

Alex Ruoff, a junior from Spring Hill, Fla., was named an

ESPN The Magazine third-team academic All-American. A

history major with a 3.79 grade-point average, Ruoff has

started every game for the men's basketball team this

season, averaging 14.0 points and 3.4 rebounds. He was the

only Big East player selected. To be eligible for the award,

which is handed out by the College Sports Information

Directors of America, a student-athlete must have a

minimum 3.20 cumulative GPA, be a starter or key reserve

and have reached sophomore athletic and academic

standing.

Nineteen WVU football players were named to the Big East

All-Academic team, more than any other team in the Big

East.  Three of those are Eberly College students: Andy
Emery, communication studies major and senior

linebacker from Morgantown, W. Va.; Jake Figner,

biochemistry major and junior offensive lineman from

Fogelsville, Pa.; and Marc Magro, multidisciplinary studies

major and senior linebacker from Morgantown, W. Va.

Dr. Michael Mathias (BA Philosophy 1992) has

published his first book, George Berkeley: Three Dialogues
between Hylas and Philonous (New York: Pearson/Longman,

2007).  Mathias holds a Ph.D. from the University of

Rochester and teaches Philosophy at Union College in New

York. Dr. Wenying Xu (MA English 1989) is chair of the

Department of English at Florida Atlantic University.  Her

second book was published in April 2008, Eating Identities:
Reading Food in Asian-American Literature (Honolulu:

University of Hawai’i Press, 2008).  Xu holds a Ph.D. from

the University of Pittsburgh.  Eberly College Alumni: Let us

know when your book is published: news@as.wvu.edu

CORRECTION: The toll-free 800 number for ordering

copies of Dr. Katherine Leisering’s book listed in the Fall

2007 Eberly College Magazine is no longer in service.  If you

wish to order a copy of her book, please contact her

directly at leisering2@cs.com

Olayinka Sanni
Photo courtesy of Kevin Kinder/BlueGoldNews.com
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A Connectional
View

of WVU
by Terry Falkowski

The connection between these two institutions has not always been
well defined, but their relationship spans more than a century.
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The Eberly College of Arts and Sciences of West

Virginia University was established in 1895 and

since that time has become a part of every

undergraduate’s WVU experience. For some

students, however, the university experience begins

not in Morgantown, but in Keyser, at The Potomac

State College of West Virginia University. The

connection between these two institutions has not

always been well defined, but their relationship

spans more than a century.

The Potomac State College of West Virginia

University, chartered February 15, 1901, was

created by the legislature as a part of WVU’s

Preparatory Department. Originally called Keyser

Preparatory Branch of The West Virginia

University, its purpose was to provide quality

secondary education to the area. Because high

schools were scarce, the number of students who

could qualify to attend college was limited. West

Virginia University not only needed to establish a

better system of secondary schools in the state,

but it also needed “feeder schools” to help

increase enrollment. Preparatory schools like the

Keyser Branch accomplished this.

From West Virginia Prep to Potomac State School

of WVU to Potomac State College of WVU (now

a fully integrated division of West Virginia

University), Potomac State has never been

disconnected from its Morgantown roots. Its

mission remains the same: the preparation of

students for success at the university level. And

although transfer to WVU is not a requirement

(PSC credits transfer anywhere), many do continue

their education in the Eberly College.

I began my journey to WVU at Potomac State in

the fall of the Bicentennial Year. It was a decision I

have never regretted. Through the help and

guidance of a caring faculty and staff, I discovered

an interest in academic laboratories. The fact that

my future husband taught my chemistry laboratory

class probably did influence me. I, however, arrived

in Morgantown two years older, two years wiser

and much better prepared.

Now, as a graduate of both Potomac State and the

Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, I fully

understand the importance of the option to begin

the university experience in a small college setting.

Potomac State offers high school graduates

entrance into the WVU system through a more

personal and less hectic environment. For those

who have never been away from home, are the

first of their family to attend college, or just

require a little extra attention, it can mean the

difference between success and failure.

This fall, I began my twenty-first year working in

the Chemistry Unit at PSC. Through the years, I’ve

had the privilege of assisting many young people

on their way to a college degree and continuing

education at WVU. Thanks to a scholarship

established by my family in 1998 in memory of my

father, I’m not only able to offer advice and

encouragement but to provide financial assistance

as well. All eight Harman Scholars have made

successful transitions to WVU.

If the Eberly College is known as “The Heart of

West Virginia University,” then Potomac State is

the coronary artery that has for more than a

century supplied the qualified students who

sustain it.

Terry Harman Falkowski is Scientific Materials
Manager for The Potomac State College of West
Virginia University.  She holds an associate’s degree in
biology from Potomac State (1978) and a bachelor’s
degree in biology (1980) from the Eberly College at
WVU.
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Excellence
Eberly

Scime honored with RCB Professorship
Dr. Earl Scime, Professor and Chair of

the Department of Physics in the Eberly

College of Arts and Sciences, was honored

by the West Virginia University Research

Corporation (WVURC) with the Robert C.

Byrd Professorship.

The Robert C. Byrd Professorships  were

established and funded by the WVURC to

acknowledge outstanding professional

accomplishments and leadership of WVU

faculty. The program recognizes faculty for

their achievements in research and other

scholarly activities, particularly the impact

of their research and scholarly activities in

their fields of study, including technology development, technology

transfer and commercialization. 

Dr. Scime’s research program in experimental physics is one of the few in

the world that incorporates both laboratory and space plasma physics,

and has been widely recognized both at WVU and in the plasma physics

community.

While serving as chair of the physics department, he has helped to

develop  interdisciplinary research programs at WVU, including the

WVNano Initiative and a new multidisciplinary astrophysics/radio

astronomy research program.

Dr. Scime has also received the Claude Worthington Benedum

Distinguished Scholar Award, Outstanding Researcher and Outstanding

Teacher Awards from the Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, a NASA

Group Achievement Award for his work with the IMAGE spacecraft

team, election to full membership in Commission H of the Union Radio-

Scientifique Internationale and U.S. Department of Energy Plasma Physics

Junior Faculty Research Grant.   

—Patrick Curry

Stands for

Staff Awards
The Eberly College honored three staff members with the

annual Outstanding Staff Award in 2007.

Cathy Jasper, administrative associate for the Center

for Women’s Studies, was the winner of the award in the

Professional category. Jasper is a member of the Women

of Color Empowerment Committee of the West Virginia

Coalition Against Domestic Violence. She volunteers as a

Gold-Blue Ambassador for the varsity football team and

with the Council for Women's Concerns with Take your

Daughters and Sons to Work Day. She is working on a MA

degree in Educational Leadership Studies.

Arboretum Specialist Jonathan Weems was the

winner of the Outstanding Staff Award in the

Professional/Technical category. Weems helps to maintain

the Department of Biology’s Core Arboretum. He

voluntarily takes on additional duties, including

participating in the writing and production of the

departmental newsletter. He also works with public and

University resources to bring the Arboretum to the

attention of travelers and visitors to the Morgantown

area. He helped to facilitate access to the Arboretum from

the rail trail and has collaborated with an electric

company to establish a shrub forest.

Amanda Riley, senior administrative secretary in the

Department of English, was the recipient of the

Outstanding Staff Award in the Clerical category. Riley has

been a member of the Department’s staff for two years.

Her love for the job is evident in her willingness to go

beyond the call of duty, whether by initiating the

reorganization of an outdated filing system or by giving up

her lunch hour to address and solve a problem.

—Corissa Greer
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Alumni Recognition Awards
The Eberly College was pleased to honor Robin Capehart and 

Dr.  Ralph Heinz with its 2007 Alumni Recognition Awards.

Robin Capehart is a native of Wheeling and has dedicated his career

to the state of West Virginia working as an attorney, cabinet secretary,

educator and now college president. In July 2007, he became the 33rd

president of West Liberty State College, where he has announced an

initial focus on improving enrollment, the curriculum, academic excellence

and service to the community.

Capehart graduated magna cum laude with a bachelor’s degree in political

science from the Eberly College in 1975.  He went on to earn a law

degree from WVU followed by a master’s of law in taxation from

Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.   He received the

Distinguished West Virginian Award in 2000 for his outstanding service as

a scholar, teacher and administrator.  He was also named a Fulbright

Scholar by the Council for the International Exchange of Scholars in 2006

and taught public finance at Moldova State University in Chisinau,

Moldova, where he conducted research on their property tax system. He

writes a weekly column on state government for The State Journal.

Dr. Ralph Heinz, a 1951 graduate, came to WVU on a basketball

scholarship in 1947 but decided to concentrate on academics and left the

team his junior year. He was named to Who’s Who in American Colleges

and Universities, Mountain, and Sphinx; served as President of Fi Batar

Cappar; was in Alpha Epsilon Delta; and won the Sigma Chi Province

Scholarship during his undergraduate career.

While in medical school at the University of Pennsylvania, he was

president of his class, vice-president of the Student Medical Association,

and won the I.S. Ravdin Award for “Best Student on Surgery” before

graduation in 1955. He played semi-professional basketball for the

Wheeling Blues in 1951-1952.

Dr. Heinz has made numerous contributions to the medical field. He has

published more than 130 scientific papers, 32 book chapters, and has

written a textbook on neuroradiology. From 1967-1969, he practiced at

Yale University, and then in 1969 became chair of the Department of

Radiology at the University of Pittsburgh. In 1978 Heinz moved to Duke

University where he formed a new Department of Neuroradiology and

won Duke’s Best Teacher Award in 1988. Recently, he became only the

17th individual to be recognized with The American Society of

Neuroradiology’s Gold Medal.

The Eberly College established the Alumni Recognition Award to bring to

the attention of the campus, the community, and the nation the value and

importance of an arts and sciences education. The award honors alumni

whose lives reflect the commitment and excitement which broadly

educated arts and sciences people bring to their civic leadership,

professional or business life, and intellectual or cultural pursuits.

—Corissa Greer

Teaching Awards
The Eberly College recently announced that its 2008

Outstanding Teaching Awards will go to Mark Brazaitis
and Robert Maxon.

Mark Brazaitis, who holds an MFA from Bowling

Green University and a bachelor’s degree in history from

Harvard University, is a member of the English

Department’s creative writing faculty. A number of his

writings have won national prizes, including An American
Affair, winner of the 2004 George Garrett Fiction Prize;

The River of Lost Voices: Stories from Guatemala, which won

the 1998 Iowa Short Fiction Award; and his novel, Steal My
Heart, which won the 2001 Maria Thomas Fiction Award.

His work has also been published in several prestigious

journals. Mr. Brazaitis’ poetry is included in Uncommon
Journeys, a publication of the U.S. Peace Corps geared

toward junior high and high school students, and Wild
Sweet Notes II, an anthology of West Virginia poets. He is 

a recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts

Fellowship, and his writing has been supported by a WVU

Senate Research Grant. He also was honored with the

College’s Outstanding Researcher Award for 2007.

Dr. Robert Maxon,
professor of History, earned

his Ph.D. from Syracuse

University and joined the

faculty at WVU in 1969. Dr.

Maxon teaches African

History, East African History

and World History. His

research is primarily

focused on modern East

Africa, colonial Kenya, and

rural agrarian change in

Kenya. He has published a

number of books, including

Conflict and Accommodation in Western Kenya: the Gusii and
the British, 1907-1963 (1989), was co-editor with W.R.

Ochieng of An Economic History of Kenya (1992), Struggle for
Kenya: the Loss and Reassertion of Imperial Initiative, 1912-
1923 (1993), and co-authored with Thomas Ofcansky the

Historical Dictionary of Kenya (2000).

—Corissa Greer
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Research Awards
The Eberly College was pleased to recognize three professors—George
O’Doherty, associate professor of chemistry; Steven Zdatny,

professor of history; and Mark Brazaitis, associate professor of

English—with the Outstanding Researcher Award for 2007.

George A. O'Doherty, a native of Ireland, holds a B.S. in chemistry from

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and a Ph.D. in chemistry from The Ohio

State University. He did postdoctoral work at Imperial College of

London, England and was a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral

Scholar at Stanford University. He was recently named as Woodburn

Professor of Chemistry in the Eberly College. His research has been

funded by grants from the American Chemical Society, the American

Cancer Society, the National Science Foundation, The Arnold and Mabel

Beckman Foundation, and the National Institutes of Health.

Steven M. Zdatny, professor of history,

holds a BA and MA in history from SUNY-

Buffalo and a Ph.D. from the University of

Pennsylvania. He has previously won Eberly

College and WVU Foundation teaching awards

as well as grants and fellowships from the

National Endowment for the Humanities, the

American Philosophical Society, France's Bourse

Chateaubriand, and the U.S. Holocaust

Museum. He has also been a Fulbright Senior

Scholar. Zdatny's research is primarily focused

on trade unionism in France, particularly in the hairdressing trade. His

most recent book, Fashion, Work, and Politics in Modern France, reconstructs

the evolution of coiffure from the miserable barberships of the 1880s to

the mass-luxury of style icons such as Jacques Dessange. 

Mark Brazaitis, associate professor of English, was awarded with the

Outstanding Researcher Award and also just recently awarded with the

Outstanding Teaching Award for 2008. Please refer to the 2008 Teaching

Award, page 25, for his bio.

—Corissa Greer

Public Service Award
Dr. Jack Hammersmith, professor of history, is the recipient of the

2007 Outstanding Public Service Award.

“I am honored, especially given the tremendous service commitments of

so many of the faculty in the Eberly College,” Hammersmith said.  “For all

of us, service reflects one very important component of our faculty life

and a way we can reinvest what we do to make WVU, our community,

state, and world better places in which to live.”

A member of the WVU faculty since 1968, Hammersmith has compiled a

lengthy record of service on university, state, and national levels.  The

most sustained and substantive has been his role in FACDIS (Faculty and

Course Development in International Studies), the statewide consortium

of nearly 400 college and university professors.  FACDIS aims to improve

the teaching of international subjects within all state institutions, from K-

12 as well as in higher education.  Since Hammersmith became FACDIS

director in 2001, the group has won national, regional, and state awards.

Hammersmith has also served on boards appointed by the governor and

sponsored by the WV Higher Education Policy Commission to enhance

international education.  He is currently working on a biography of James

Morton Callahan, a pioneer in U.S. diplomatic history and one of WVU’s

most notable professors.

—Jane Donovan

Martis wins 2007-08 CASE
Award
Dr. Kenneth C. Martis was recently honored with

the 2007 West Virginia Professor of the Year award by the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and

the Council for Advancement and Support of Education

(CASE).

“Receiving this award is one of the most wonderful and

humbling experiences of my life,” said Martis.  “I’ve been

honored to read the many letters written by former

students about how my teaching has benefited their lives.

That alone is the best reward I could possibly receive.” 

Dr. Martis earned his B.S. in secondary education at the

University of Toledo in 1968, his M.A. in geography from

San Diego State University in 1970, and his Ph.D. in

geography from the University of Michigan in 1976.  He is

a member of the Association of American Geographers,

the Organization of American Historians, and the National

Council for Geographic Education.  He has also received

various other awards including the 2006-07 WVU Eberly

College Outstanding Teacher and the 2007 WVU

Foundation Outstanding Teacher.

Many of his publications were supported by research

grants and have received awards, including from the

American Library Association, National Science

Foundation, and Washington Book Publishers.  His most

recent book, Historical Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections:
1788-2004, combines history, geography and politics to

map election outcomes for all counties in every

presidential election.

—Lauren Peretti
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Left---Right---Left-Right-Left.

I have never enjoyed getting bossed around.  Despite growing
up with four brothers and under the watchful eyes of two
pretty strict parents, I have always been an independent
thinker and a free spirit.  This summer, I participated in the
Army ROTC’s Leadership Training Course Educator Visit at
Fort Knox.  Since I am Chair of the WVU Philosophy
Department, I hoped that this experience would help me
develop my leadership skills. While there, I was exposed to (a
softened version of) the Army’s method of training ROTC
cadets how to be leaders.

Although getting up at 5:30, dressing up in an Army uniform,
and riding a bus out to Fort Knox for five days straight might
sound like punishment, it was a great way to spend a part of
my summer vacation.  Unlike my job, soldiers have to make
decisions that can mean the difference between life and death.
In its Leadership Training Course, the Army trains cadets in
combat skills, confidence-building, and leadership
development. Along with about 80 other educators from
universities around the country, I participated in some of the
activities and challenges cadets face in the Leadership Training
Course.  

One of the things cadets learn how to do is climb walls and
rappel down them.  Some of those cadets have a fear of

heights – and the Army loves it.  While learning practical
soldiering skills, cadets conquer their fears. I am definitely not
wild about heights, but at Fort Knox I climbed a 90-foot
tower just to see if I would find the courage to rappel off it.
I’d like to say that my first attempt was a courageous act, but
the truth is that I found climbing the ladder up to the top of
the tower so scary that I preferred rapelling over turning
around and climbing back down the ladder.  As I bounded
down the wall of terror, my heart was pounding with
alternating panic and exhilaration.  Once my feet touched the
ground, I was eager to do it again, and again, and again.  Each
time I climbed up and rapelled down, I felt a little less panic
and a little more thrill, but even after six trips, I was way
outside my comfort zone.  

After a delicious MRE (Meal Ready to Eat, or as they call it,
“Meals Rejected by Everyone”) lunch, we headed to the Army
pool for combat water survival training.  As we waited for a
lightning storm to end, I was getting relaxed and excited to
play in the pool.  Though strict on land, my parents would
allow all kinds of shenanigans in our backyard pool.  I
remember one time, just after I graduated from swimming
with my turtle tube, one of my older brothers held my head
under water for what seemed like 20 minutes.  My mother
proclaimed, once and for all, “That’s the fun of the pool.”  I
earned my stripes in water combat and survival skills a long
time ago.  I would not be intimidated by the Army’s little
water challenge. It was not long before I was out of my
comfort zone, though, even in the water, and feeling a little
intimidated.  After climbing the high-dive ladder in my Army
costume, loaded down with a belt of heavy supplies, I was
blindfolded and handed a machine gun.  A trainer slowly
walked me to the end of the diving board.  When I was ready,
I held the machine gun over my head and jumped into the
water.  I recalled stories I had heard about mobsters getting
hurled into the East River wearing “cement boots.”  Somehow,
I managed to swim back to the surface, remove my blindfold,
and get out of the pool without dropping my gun. 

Now that I am back at WVU, I am seeking creative ways to get
a little uncomfortable, to stretch, and to grow as a leader.

Outside
A Philosopher goes to Fort Knox

by Sharon Ryan, Ph.D., Chair, Department of Philosophy

Comfort Zone:the 



My earliest memories of West Virginia University come from my
father.  Dad attended WVU in the late 1940s.  He was a Sigma Chi
and graduated with a forestry degree.  When I was young, Dad
would take me to see football games played in the downtown
campus stadium, or tell me stories about seeing Don Knotts on
campus.  

When I arrived in Morgantown in 1983, I planned to follow in my
father’s footsteps and enroll in WVU’s forestry program.  I soon
discovered that while my father’s career was the right fit for him, it
was not the future I was seeking.  After growing up in a state born
during the Civil War, serving in the military, and visiting historic
sites at home and abroad, I had developed a fondness for history
that soon redirected my efforts towards the University’s
downtown campus.

After a few years roaming Woodburn Hall, I ran into a little-
known program still in its infancy within the History
Department.  The public history program was primarily led by
professors Barbara Howe and Emory Kemp, two already successful
scholars who saw great potential in this new field of study.  As I
witnessed later in my career, Barb and Emory developed a
national reputation for WVU’s public history program.  It was not
uncommon to meet students enrolled in similar programs around
the country who looked to WVU as an academic leader in the
field.  

Public history offered prospective students an opportunity to
experience what was informally referred to as “hands-on” history.
To me this was a fascinating opportunity to make a real difference
within the history field.  It combined the traditional forms of
historical research and writing with an emphasis on practical
work with tangible results. 

The program offered unique courses such as historic site
management and interpretation, documentary editing, archival
management, and oral history to name a few.  While there were
always classes to attend in Woodburn Hall, many of the skills
introduced in the classroom were later refined and applied in a
practical environment outside of classroom confines.  The end

result could be anything from a site management plan intended
for one of the state’s historic sites, a pamphlet on the state’s
covered bridges, working in an archive, or developing an oral
history project for a historical organization.  The skills that I
acquired through WVU’s public history program are as relevant
today as when I was first introduced to them more than twenty
years ago.  I was pleased to learn that the program continues in
the Department of History.

Following graduation from the public history program, I landed
an archivist position with the Ohio Historical Society in
Columbus.  After spending four years in Ohio, I saw an
opportunity to work for the National Archives and Records
Administration-Great Lakes Region in Chicago.  

It wasn’t long after I began working for the National Archives-
Great Lakes Region that I discovered one of the little-known
treasures of that austere agency.  It wasn’t the Ark of the Covenant
as in the Indiana Jones film, but the agency’s regional archives
system.  The National Archives not only has its main buildings in
downtown Washington, DC. and College Park, Maryland, but the
agency also maintains a number of regional archives around the
country whose holdings are just as significant and unique as those
found in Washington, DC.  

The Great Lakes Region in Chicago holds the historically-valuable
records of the U. S. Government for the six-state area of Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.  Some of our
more significant holdings include gangster Al Capone’s tax
evasion case file, court cases argued by an up-and-coming young
lawyer named Abraham Lincoln, a June 1918 Canton, Ohio,
speech that landed Socialist Eugene V. Debs in prison for sedition,
and comedian Bob Hope’s naturalization record.  Attention West
Virginia historians!  The National Archives-Mid Atlantic Region
in Philadelphia holds many historical federal records for the
Mountain State. 

Like many alums, I still follow with interest the comings and
goings of my favorite University.  While activities on the gridiron
and basketball court seem to grab national headlines, I too, enjoy
receiving the various College and Department newsletters that
allow me to catch up on academic news.  It’s particularly
gratifying to see WVU’s new professorship in Civil War studies.
Under Professor Peter Carmichael’s solid guidance, the program
will gain a national reputation and attract promising 19th-
Century historians and scholars to Morgantown.

West Virginia University alumni, students, faculty, and staff are
part of a proud tradition that grows stronger each day. 
Let’s go, Mountaineers!

Dispatches from the Diaspora is  written  by WVU alumni who are living outside

the boundaries of West Virginia, but who remain committed to WVU and the

Eberly College and find creative and thoughtful ways to stay connected.
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Preserving    Pastthe
by Glenn V. Longacre, III

Dispatches from the Diaspora



As I look back on my experience at

WVU, I still remember exactly how it

felt to be an entering freshman. 

For me, the choice to go to WVU was a

simple one.  My brother successfully

completed his undergrad and medical

school degrees here, and my home is

filled with Mountaineer pride.  However,

the stark contrast between my small

hometown and the large university

setting in Morgantown worried me.  I

seemed to blend into the crowd during

high school, and I was worried the same

would happen on a larger scale when I

went to college. 

It didn’t take long before my fears

vanished. My first political science

course was the infamous Introduction to

American Government taught by Drs.

DiClerico and Hammock.  I would’ve

never predicted I could stand out in a

class of more than 300 people, but after

making the only perfect score on the

first exam, Dr. DiClerico sought me out

to congratulate me.  It was the first time

I felt that a teacher believed in me, and

that moment made me realize that

success was well within my reach.

Also during my first semester at WVU, I

took an honors Human Diversity Class

with Dr. Nancy Lohmann.  On the first

day of class, Dr. Lohmann had us fill out

a survey about our experience with

diversity issues.  I was embarrassed that

my survey was blank, but throughout the

course, Dr. Lohmann showed me the

world was well within my reach.  In fact,

I was so inspired by Dr. Lohmann’s class

that I decided to study diversity issues at

the University of Stellenbosch in South

Africa.  Thanks to the WVU study

abroad program, I was able to travel

abroad for the same cost as attending

WVU.  While in South Africa, I worked

not only with diversity issues but also

performed a HIV/AIDS case study.

When I returned from abroad, the WVU

Center for Civic Engagement (CCE)

encouraged me to use what I had

learned in South Africa in order to

create programs here.  I did just that by

implementing children’s global awareness

and malaria campaigns on campus.

Nothing inspires me more than to

witness the thousands of young people

at WVU who are committed to making

a positive impact on the world.

It’s because of the values our University

instills in everyone here that I never felt

like another face in the crowd.  In fact,

I’m not sure I could go to any other

university where I could take a cycling

class with the Chair of the Philosophy

Department or have teachers who know

when I’m not having such a good day.

Now that I’m about to graduate, I must

thank the people who have transformed

me into the confident young woman I

am today.  To the Political Science and

Philosophy departments, Dr. Neil Berch,

the CCE, the Honors College, and the

rest of my extended family at WVU: I

wouldn’t be where I am today without

you.  I’m not afraid to venture out into

the unknown because I know my

training at WVU has prepared me to

take on any challenge that comes my

way. For all of you who aren’t graduating

yet, be sure to soak up every moment

you have here because it will go by

faster than you can imagine.

Montani semper liberi.

Emily Renzelli, a senior philosophy and political
science major from Bridgeport WV, was
recognized by USA Today with honorable mention
on the 2008 All-USA College Academic Team.
Emily was recognized not only for her
outstanding academic accomplishments but also
for a service project she initiated in South Africa,
training clinics there to protect the privacy rights
of HIV/AIDS patients.  Emily is one of 60
students around the nation selected from an
applicant pool of more than 1,000. 
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by Emily Renzelli

NOT JUST
ANOTHER FACE
IN THE CROWD

A Student’s
Eye View
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He started out
a friend of Kennedy’s,
though he started out
a Texan.  Today 
he swings 
on the porch next 
door and sings “Someone
to Watch Over Me,”
as dusk thickens
in the street and
grays the day
down to shouts
and T.V.’s mumbling
through open windows.
Twice he’s talked
of Texas as all
horizon, the sort of
promise that slips 
as evening wears away 
the light, of coming here 
to mountains so old
they ache and drift
beneath the weight
of sky, the way day
ends in hill shadow
and dust, smell of slag,
of water.  He delivered 
Hancock County
in a locked box, shook

J.F.K.’s hand, and 
went home.  But home 
is an accident
of calculation or birth,
is where you run out 
of money or grace or find
yourself standing still
too long.  L.B.J. sent him 
back and Elaine 
came with him; she liked
the virgin hemlocks, 
the rhododendrons,
so they stayed.
He watches swallows 
smoke from the glass 
factory’s cold chimney 
and waits.  Maybe home 
is where purpose falls 
in love with the light
settling in the trees 
at dusk.  L.B.J. called 
once more to say 
thanks, to say
Come on home.  But Elaine
liked the chances 
of her garden better here, 
even when Carter 
didn’t need him, even
when summer turned

south and drought
fell on the hills
like a burlap blanket.
There’s no end 
to the Texas range
and no horizon here
to remind him what’s
out of reach.  He likes 
to hear the roar
on Saturdays
from the stadium 
across town, the crowd
noise bending in the silver
autumn air like
a train whistle entering
a tunnel.  He likes
the way the river implies
an ending.  So maybe
home is where we don’t
mind ending, or rather
don’t mind thinking
about ending, or don’t 
reach to flick on 
the porch light
when afternoon is ending,
ending early, the sun 
surprised by the hills.  
How easily
the hills surprise us.

Kennedy Wins West Virginia!
By James Harms

A Poetic Presidential
Inauguration

James Harms,

professor of English

and Coordinator of

WVU’s Creative

Writing Program,

participated in the

inauguration of WVU’s

22nd president, Mike

Garrison, on October

19, 2007.  At the request of President

Garrison – who holds bachelor’s degrees

in English and political science and a law

degree from WVU – Harms read one of

his poems which is set in West Virginia.

Harms’ 6th book of poetry, After West,
was recently published by Carnegie

Mellon University Press.


